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Star wars black series ahsoka tano season 7

Take the Siege of Mandalore to your desk, and do so in style: Hasbro’s Star Wars Black Series action figure line is returning to the Clone Wars for a new series of action figures, and yes, they’re pretty much exactly the ones you would want.io9 can exclusively reveal the first look at four brand new entries in the Star Wars Black Series 6" figure line, all
inspired by the last climactic, incredible arc of The Clone Wars’ final season. The wave includes Ahsoka Tano, wielding the lightsabers gifted to her by Anakin Skywalker, as well as one of the Clone Troopers he presents to her in the form of the specially-marked 332nd Legion. Take a look at their many angles below:AdvertisementYou can skip ad after
1 secondYou can go to the next slide after 1 secondAdvertisementYou can skip ad after 1 secondYou can go to the next slide after 1 secondAdvertisementYou can skip ad after 1 secondYou can go to the next slide after 1 secondThe Mandalorians aren’t left out of the battle, either: there’s one of the Mandalorian Loyalists who follows Ahsoka in the fight
to free their homeworld, and if you need someone for all these action figures to fight with, one of Darth Maul’s spiky-helmeted “Mauldalorian” Super Commandos rounds out the set.AdvertisementYou can skip ad after 1 secondYou can go to the next slide after 1 secondAdvertisementYou can skip ad after 1 secondYou can go to the next slide after 1
secondAdvertisementYou can skip ad after 1 secondYou can go to the next slide after 1 secondThis isn’t the first time we’ve seen Ahsoka hit the toy shelves soon—Hasbro recently announced an updated release of her appearance in Star Wars Rebels with an updated “photorealistic” printed head would be coming this summer alongside a legion of
figures based on the Rebels crew. But this is the first time we’ve gotten an Ahsoka specifically from The Clone Wars, and unlike that Rebels figure, this one keeps some of her cartoony, animated aesthetic instead of translating her to the realistic style of the rest of the Black Series line.That smirk is pretty killer, and perfectly Ahsoka. She’s ready to
take back Mandalore, take down Maul, and then... well, you know what happens after that already, and that involves a lot less smirking. All four of these Star Wars Black Series action figures will cost $25 a piece, and will release this fall—and you can preorder them exclusively at Walmart from 10 a.m. EST tomorrow, July 17.Twelve years. A movie.
Seven seasons. A death (or two), and a return. It feels like it’s been a…Read moreFor more, make sure you’re following us on our Instagram @io9dotcom. Activate and hold the button to confirm that you’re human. Thank You! Try a different method Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Start Quiz >> I HATED Ahsoka’s debut in the Clone Wars movie
with her annoying SkyGuy nickname for Anakin Skywalker and annoying bratty presence. The turnaround from then to the conclusion of Clone Wars was amazing as Ahsoka is now one of my favorite characters. Maybe I should remember that every time I hit a serious eye roll when Omega pops up on The Bad Batch? Clone Wars Season 7 was an
amazing experience and along with The Mandalorian Season 2 made me fall in love with Star Wars all over again. Then Hasbro got in on the fun with some amazing new Star Wars The Black Series figures. One of the big reveals was a Season 7 Ahsoka as she reunited with Anakin just in time to see the end of the Jedi. Hasbro didn’t wait years to
recreate this look for the Black Series, but decided to make things interesting by placing Ahsoka and other Season 7 players in an exclusive Walmart line. After two failed attempts, the alert me when item is back in stock finally worked for me and the former Padawan takes her rightful place in my Clone Wars display. Let’s see if she was worth all the
hassle. Packaging: I really appreciate the new packaging was such a refreshing visual change of pace for this line. The Clone Wars has a strong yellow gold accent color. The art bridges the gap from cartoon to how Ahsoka would look in real life. The bio is crafted with care explaining Ahsoka’s vital role during the Clone Wars. Likeness: I really dig the
head sculpt, which shows the maturation of the child Padawan that Anakin initially instructed to an older looking teenager. This Ahsoka is still nearly 20 years away from hanging with Ezra, Kanaan and company and the figure still reflects a somewhat gangly, not fully adult Jedi. Her overall frame is slight like a teen still growing into her body with
slender arms and legs. Ahsoka never wore a traditional Padawan outfit, but it fit her. I do kinda wish this Season 7 outfit was worked in earlier as it ironically looks more like a unique Jedi attire. All of the linework in the outfit is sculpted and not left up to the paintjob to handle, which I definitely appreciate. This attire would look far too flat without
the sculpted elements. Paint: I never had the luxury of being able to see this wave in stores so it’s been an exercise in trust with the paint work. There’s a stray white mark on Ahsoka’s chin, the left horn has some fuzziness with the grey and white areas and some of the silver from the paint is chipped. These were mostly look real close to find any
paint issue problems and they’re definitely not that apparent (save the belt section) from a reasonable distance. MORE: Scale: Even slightly older, Ahsoka was still noticeably shorter than Anakin Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Bo-Katan. Hasbro has done a solid job of staying true to the appropriate heights of the characters so she lines up correctly. I
need to get the actual Hasbro Revenge of the Sith Anakin and Obi-Wan for a better comparison, but she’s shorter than Anakin and Obi-Wan. Articulation: Ahsoka is more of a quick strike fighter who utilized her speed and lack of size to her advantage. Ideally her figure should allow her to hit deep crouch poses. Ahsoka Tano has: neck ball-jointed
shoulders elbow wrist wrist hinge torso hips thighs knees ankles Accessories: Ahsoka comes with her two distinct lightsabers gifted from Anakin. While they’re the same sabers, the blade length is different for her fighting style. The blades have the faint blue that looks truer to how they appeared in Clone Wars. Worth it? All of this exclusive Clone
Wars wave clocked in at $25 and that’s assuming you were able to find them in stores otherwise you were paying for shipping. That’s not exactly a bargain price and for an exclusive wave it would have been nice to get some unique accessory. Rating: 8.5 out of 10 Where to get it? Your main option to get Ahsoka is my approach of utilizing the notify
me when item is back in stock option. I missed out on two restocks that came in went within a half hour. The third time was the charm since it was super early in the morning, but apparently there are still some Ahsokas left in the system. You can also avoid the hassle and pay secondary prices on Amazon. £24.95 Kids and collectors alike can imagine
the biggest battles and missions in the Star Wars saga with figures from Star Wars The Black Series! With exquisite features and decoration, this series embodies the quality and realism that Star Wars devotees love. Star Wars The Black Series includes figures, vehicles, and roleplay items from the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars Galaxy,
including comics, movies, and animated series. (Additional products each sold separately. Subject to availability.) Additional Information Delivery Reviews Star Wars Black Series Clone Wars ( Season 7 ) Ahsoka Tano Action Figure Rated 5/5 by customers based on 3 customer reviews Using a mirror, it is possible to put the base layer of face paint on
by yourself, but I recommend bringing in another person for touch up work. Commercial face paint can contain heavy metals, such as lead, or other toxic components. Researching safe face paint is well worth the extra ten minutes. Here are the links for the reference pictures I used when doing my face paint: ... Star Wars characters don't seem to
have any bags or pockets, but they always seem to be carrying a multitude of items. To solve this problem, I made myself a case for my walkie-talkie that could clip right onto my belt. I was literally getting ready to go to a Halloween party when I was making it, so it was very spontaneous and I only have very basic instructions on how to make
one.Take whatever color of fabric you want. Measure your walkie talkie's front and sides, and cut out two panels of each measurement, adding half an inch or so for the sewing room. Stich the panels together, alternating front and side panels. Close up the bottom. Cut a piece of fabric to use as your lid flap and sew it to the back of your case. place
your walkie talkie into the case. You can either use a button or velcro to hold it shut. Make sure you either leave room or cut a notch so that the walkie talkie's antenna sticks out the top. You're done!I went a little bit overboard and made a pouch of fake credits to hide in on one of my boots. To make the credits, I took little pieces of wood and painted
them to look like the ones in this reference picture: also made a fake dagger to hide in my other boot by painting a piece of wood with leftover metallic gold paint and then wrapping the handle in black electrical tape.I debated whether I even wanted a lightsaber, and on what color Ahsoka would have at my age if she had them at all. I eventually
decided to have two green ones. These are the one part of my costume that is a major component, besides the boots, that were bought and used "as is". Despite being, although not advertised as such, Rubie's brand, these have held up well. My only issue with them is that the clip to hold the lightsaber closed is so flimsy it may as well not even be
there. On the other hand, it is an excellent way to attach the lightsaber to your belt... provided it does not snap off when you jump off a trampoline. I replaced it with a binder ring and I had no issues with the other clip. The sabers, despite reviews, have even held up to a few gentle battles. The link to the website I bought one of my sabers from is right
here: ... My other saber I found on eBay for a much lower price, but it is the same brand and distributor. If you have time, there are lots of easy DIY lightsabers you can make using fishtank tubing and LEDs, but I was so deep into the rest of my costume I didn't have time to start anything new.Another thing I added to the costume was a small set of
binoculars. I safety pinned the case right to my belt, and it stayed put the whole night. The odds of needing them are very small, but they are a lot of fun to have, just in case.
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